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[ref : \High Energy Collision Theory", in \Lectures in Theoretical Physics", Vol. I,
Interscience Publishers, New York, 1959, pp. 315-414.]
 Nucleons inside a nucleus are independent.























) = normalized, single-particle density for the i-th nucleon.
 The range r of interaction between colliding nucleons is
much smaller than the nuclear radius.
 Protons and neutrons are indistinguishable particles.
Other simplications
 Spin degrees of freedom are neglected.
 Optical limit (nucleon size  nucleus size)
 Small angle, very high energy scattering.
 Nucleus-nucleus collision = superposition of N-N collisions
1
Nucleon-Nucleon Collisions


















 N-N inelastic cross-section without diractive component :

0
= 30 mb .
 Unpolarized nucleons ) t(
~
b) = t(b)






































































































































































































A nuclear conguration is dened by the set of coordinates
































The probability of nding a nucleon in the volume element
d
2






























 the transverse coordinates f~s
A
i
g do not change after a
collision
 the longitudinal coordinates fz
A
i
g are not relevant !
In this approximation, the nuclear conguration is determined





















is the probability density of nding a nucleon in nucleus A at
transverse coordinate ~s
A

































































Calculation of the number of Collisions
Probability of the occurrence of a N-N inelastic collision when























































































































































Average number of inelastic N-N collisions, under the
additional condition of the occurrence of an inelastic A-B




























































































































































A nucleon is wounded if it underwent at least one inelastic
interaction during a nuclear collision.








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(b) can be evaluated only for very small nuclei
=) we need an approximation ! (optical limit) .







































The normalization is the probability of interaction between






















































In the optical limit (large A,B) :
[ref : A. Bia las et al., Nucl. Phys B 111 (1976) 461-476; C. Pajares and A.V. Ramallo,




















































































































































































g is the total proton-




























































































































small contributions (  )
from collisions can not be
excluded at SPS energy









Two sources of uctuations :
 The number of participants varies, for a given b, around
the mean value.
 The transverse energy per wounded nucleon has a
dispersion around q.
It is reasonable to assume that E
T
(b) is distributed according













































































q = 1:5 GeV (S-Au),
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